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These high-level notes are designed to capture the questions asked for the preparatory meeting
for ICANN79. They are not meant to be a substitute for the recording or transcript accessed via
this link:
https://icann.zoom.us/rec/share/onV4DkK487bJCvKE4ZFbITOnNcRagDbhiznT4u7DAy3tJWi9DGbr
qW_EgeGCZ3NV.1Q8v_IPUcbyHfJfS?startTime=1708461046000

1. If a term is found to be problematic in one script, will that automatically be
propagated to other scripts as well?

○ There is no automatic association between any two sets of names for purposes
of name collision, nor is it likely feasible due to the number of variables involved.
The TRT would be responsible for manually enacting a hard rule if one needs to
be developed

2. [Regarding building a do not apply list] Impractical but possible. What is the
difference?

○ NCAP arrived at the conclusion that you could write a do not apply list, but it is
likely to change very quickly. A list can and is being developed, but the difficulty
to keep it comprehensive, up to date, and useful is noteworthy.

3. Why were the estimated time frames containing the different stages in the
collision mitigation workflow removed?

○ The discussion group discovered that they were not comfortable with the
numbers in the previous diagram and decided it was more appropriate to shift
into using event driven markers for the stages. Now there detailed descriptions of
what must happen to move to the next stage instead of a numerical value

4. How does Recommendation 5 work when the contract is not yet signed until the
name collision risk is determined?

○ A test delegation is one of the included steps that occurs before delegation
decision (and delegation contract). This affords the opportunity to perform an
assessment before making a decision

5. How would an outside party that wants to publish information to inform the
community (per NCAP’s recommendation) do so while avoiding dispersing
potentially incorrect or conflicting information?

○ Publication of articles is always encouraged. It is recommended that one review
and become familiar with the Study Report and an extensive amount of publicly
available documentation covering subjects such as the history, the antecedents,
and the sources that NCAP consulted before doing so.

○ If one would also like to voice their opinions, they can do so on any platform they
would like, though they are encouraged to contribute to the public comment
process
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6. How does IPv6 come to play in NCAP?
○ The increase in IPv6 traffic has made an impact. There are some developing

complications regarding adapting data collection methodologies. The study group
does feel that provisions should be made for being able to understand what's
going on


